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and V.D. Ryabtsov, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 
Dubna, 1967, pages 3-26.1 

Direct production of (e*e-)-pairs wfth ISY 2 10 &Iev by 
1.24-4 Gev electrons was investigated with the help of 24-liter 
propane bubble chamber of the High Energy Laboratory of the 
Joint Institute fcr Nuclear Research. The obtained cross sec- 
tion dtr = 55224 mb is in agreement with the theoretical value 
o'btained by Uhabha. The method proposed admits a successful 
meaiauring of the "tr by Ifleans of a hydrogen bubble chamber. 

Par. 1. Introduction. 

: The process of the production of electron-positron pairs 
by charged particles has been studied in a number of theoretli- 
cal ~tmiied'l-%'. The first one to calculate the cross section 
of the process 

e-+Z-be-+e++ e-+2 (1) 
to the Val.tszeker-z-k -'filllams approx3.mation was Hhabha/l/. In 
studies/4,5/, the cross section of this reaction was calcula- 
ted with tho help of Fein?an*W diugrm. In this calculation 
only two diagrams out OF the eight possible ones were taken 
into conslderution (Figure lc, Id) and the contribution of the 
remaining ones was ovalunted ay>Froxlmatelg. In the SSJLF: stu- 
dies the Vaitszeker%- l;iilliams approximation analysis was car- 
ried'out and the authors came to a conclusion that the cross 
sections obtained by Bhabha/l/ can be compa,red with the experi- 
mental ones when the energy of the primaq electrons (Eo) ig 
greater than 10 Gev, 

L- Translator's Xote: "yq c - transliterated from Hussiad 



Study/71 gives calculatfons of differentfal cross sec- 
tions of the reaction (1) taking into consideration all eight 
diagrams (Figure 1) with 'the help of an electronic computer 
for E,w 6 Gev and for great momentum transfers to(e+e-)-pair. 

The obtained results differ from those calculated by 
the Bhabha's formulas by two-three times. From this we make 
a conclusion that all of the diagrams (in FZgure 1) should be 
taken into consideration if E,= l-1Q Gev. 

Figure 2 shows cross sections for E,, = O.Ol- 
100 Gev calculated by t~:t&mulas obtained 2n studies /l-G/ 
for a molecule of propane (Cs HG). It can be seen from Figure 
2 that the theoretical cross sections differ from one another 
by $3 soy&. Therefore it is interesting to calculate the cross 
sections of the process (1) with the help of electronic cqm- 
puter taking all of the E'einmants diagrams correct to &5%. 

2. The production of the (e4e-)-pairs by the electrons 
has been studied experimentally in many works (for example, 
see sttiies/Q-23/j, Almost all experimental results were com- 
pare2 with the Bhabha'a theory/l/, The basic difficulty in 
the experimental determination of the cross section of the 
process (1) is the isolation of the backg.round events occurr- 
ing as a result of the conversion of the breaking y' -quanta 
in the material (pseudotrldenta) because the cross section of 
the breaking radiation is approximately 100 times greater than 
the cross section of process (1). The background of pseudotrf- 
dents depended on the conditions of the experitilents and was 
8C$!j! of all registered (e+e-)-pairs. 

The first series of experiments was of a qualitative 
nature and wus Carrie9 out with the help of diffusion chambers. 
Lhe source of electrons was 
ple, survey work/9/), 

p-active nuclei (see, for exam- 

The second series of studies was connected with the 
methods of nuclear emulsions. .Ln most of the experiments, 
nuclear emulsions were expose!1 to cosmic rays {for example 
/lo-I$/) l In the experiments of /17-18/, electron beams from 
accelerators (X,J 5 S%O and 550 tiev) were used. The work/lo/ 
gives the calculations of the depetience of tb.e number of pseu- 
dotridents on the distance of the vertex of the (e+e-)-pair 
from the track of the primary electron fn the emulsion plana, 
These results have been used by many researchers for isolating 
the tridents f-nsm the background. Figure 3 shows the mean 
free paths of the lford G-b emulsion for 
process (I) obtained in It can be seen from 



Figure 3 that for EO> 1 G@v, the expertifiental values of the 
cross sectIon are 2-4 tirnes greater than predicted by the 
Bhabha's theory. 

The authors of study/lg/ have snalysed the method of 
measurement of reaction (1) in nuclear emulsions and consider 
that the disagreement between theory and exp'$$ ental results 
was esta'bl ished. On the other hand, article iti ? points out 
the very low statistics in all of't&se studies (60 tridents 
ati pseudotridents), a high level of the background (wE(O$), 
grest inaccuracies in measuring the energies of primary elec- 
t rcJns , due to which the experimental results become question- 
able, 

There are also three studies/21-23/ in which the cross 
sect-ion was determined with the help of electronics for 

230 and 31.5 idiev, respectively. The results of stu- 
are in agreement ~5th the theory of Bhabha. The 

differential cross secttin at E,= 31.5 M4eV/23/ are one-third 
of the theoretically calculated cross sections of reaction 
(1)/l/ and are within the li. 12 

J7 
of theoretical uncertainty 

of cross section calculatio The background of pseudo- 
tridents ~~1s determined in these*sttiies with the help of mea- 
suring the cross section Of the pYductiOn Of (e+e')-pairs in 
targets of various thicknesses. 

Thus, at. the present time the process of the production 
of (e+e-)-pairs by electrons has not yet been sufficiently 
studied ex.perimentaliy or theoretically. Therefore, It is in- 
teresting to study this process with the help of electron ac- 
celerators by the method of bubble or spark chambers with cal- 
culations of theoretical valuea of the cross sections of (1) 
on electronic computers, 

Par. 2. Experimental Uethods 

The production of (e+e-)-pairs by electrons was studied 
with the help of a 24-liter propane bubble chamber of the High 
Energy Laboratory of the Joint Institute of Nuclear Research 
plni;ceti in a magnetic field of 14.3 k6 &ilogausdO The chamber 

#'=mesons and electrons with 
in the primary 

to be equal 

The events were selected according to the following 
scannis rules: 



1. The (e*e-)-pair or a pair consisting of a positive 
and negative relativistic rays lies on the parti.cle track from 
the beam (without clearance between them), 

0 
Z.e At the point Of pair production, no fracture at&e pri- 

mary particle track is noticeable (8$&l*'), 

3. The events are within the effective volume Of the 
chamber (see Appendir I). 

A total of 43 thousarlri.frames were scanned and 203 events 
were found. Twelve thousand frmes were scanned twice. The 
effeciencies of a siqle 'a& a double scanningwere found to 
be equal to t-l== (8723)s and "z"Y8Ii;J, respectively. Cne 
event detected in the scanned inaterial corresponded to a cross 
section of (1.2~O.12) mb. 

In 8% of events, the (e+e-)-pair ws identified by the 
ionization, energy throw-off, b-electrons and by the range- 
energy ratio (a negative truck with a lower energy was con- 
sidered to belong to the pair). Only one event with a secon- 
dary interaction of the primary pH?tiCle was found. 

The analysis of the background events connected with efT:me- 
sons indicated ,that their cOntribution to the selected events 
did not exceed 4% (see Appendix 11). 

The methods of measuring electron energy in a propane 
bubble chamber taking into account the IO izatiua and radia- 
tion losses were described in the v~ork/~~ 9 O X;rrors in the de- 
termination cf electron energy were (2%%s)$, 

The cross sect2ons of the bremsstrFhlung and the pro- 
duction of (e+e-)-pairs by y-quanta In a matter are well 
knO-&zg-33/ This fact, in principle, makes it pOseiSle to 
isolate quantitatI.vcly the process of a direct production of 
(e+e- )-pairs .- 

e +2+ e-+e++e-+ 2 (1) 

against the background of the bremsstrahlung accompanied by 
a conversion of 1 -quanta int0 the (e+e-)-pairs: 

y+Z’-re+ +e-+Z’. 



For an experimental determination of the cross section 
of process (1) in a propane bubble chamber we used a method 
similar to the one used in nuclear emulziod1~/, 

The diagram of tie background process (2) and (3) in 
the chamber plane (x,y), perpendicular to the direction of 
the magnetic field, is shown in Figure 4, A is the point of 
orgination of the braking Id-quuntum a:xi 9 is the point of its 
conversion into an (e+e-)-pair, while &a' is the trajectory of 
the motion of the elect__ron in the chamber. Khen the conversion 
lengths are small (it=- < 9 cm), it is possible to ignore the 
angular distribution of the breaking )(-quanta, multiple scat- 
tering of the electron in propane and its energy losses at 
e 5 9 cm (see Appendix III). In this approximation, the elec- 
tron, after it8 emission, moves along a circle with H=l 
where K=O.Z% cm/'Mev for Hz14.3 kG. 

K(E-By), 

e o 
The distance between point B' and B is designate1 by 

Let us assume that .$p Cl if B lies outside of the cir- 
cle (';c) , and $<O if B is located within (R). It is evident 
that magnitude & 
prcicess (& 2 01, 

has a wide distribution for the background 
while for process (1) $,=O if we ignore 

measurement'%rrors. 

Taking into account the approximations performed above, 
we obtain that 

The magnitude E was measured on a microscope MBI-9 
~'iSiologi.c~l Immersion julicroscopd with an eyepiece micrometer 
(15 x 6.3)0 One division of the micrometer corresponded to 
1.82 microns in the frame. Hereafter all values of the magni- 
tudec are given in the photograph& in the number of divisions. 

'2'he first method for measuring 2 consisted in the 
following (see Figure 5). The coordinates X of points Xl, 
X2, xs, and X were determined with the help of an eyepiece 
micrometer. i! he rules of the event selection ensured that 
x2 c X3 and X4 2x1. The value of6 ,. was calculated in the 
follo~Ji% vw: g,"X4 - x3, if X22X1 and X4) Xy;$l- X2-X1 
ff X4 5 
/2 -- 

Xg and X26 Xl. In all other instam ' 6 piIx&) 
~Xs+X1)/2. 

The second method consiste:J in mt??surin,g, the distance 
between the axes of the electron tracks and the (@e-)-pair 
(& 21. The distribu'tion hiatogrzm of d$ = ,C& '$2 is shown 

. 



in figure 6. I$ was obtained from this that &$=0,16 divi- 
sfons and fl( a-f?j) J1.9 divis20ns. Since these two methods for 
measuring Q yielded identicai results, 
differentiate between them0 

hereafter we shall not 

Tn order to obtain ywantitgtive ~ezults, it Is necessaq~ 
to determine the error in measuring the value of z$ l 

lowing me~,surcments were conducted for this purpose. 
The fol- 

c.2 On the prim&q 7i---meson tracks (pcsd Gev) the value 
WAS ~@HBUPCX~ by the SBBE method--as it was done &y us for 

the WerttS with the From this we obtain the mini- 
mum possible values root-mean-squarg error, of 
66 ,- - 2 divisions (see Figure 

The value of 6 wa8 also measured for 150 instunces of 
occurrences of scattering of T--mesons (pc -4 Gev) on the 
electrons (Es" 200-600 Sev) in the propan? bubble chamber. 
The mean angle of escape of 5 -electrons (6s"" 10-Z radl.an) 
by the order of magnitude is equal to the mean angle between 
the electron ati-J@ positron in the (@e-)-pair, For the 
process of ,the ii G? -scattering, it should be that Z=O* The 
distribution histogrsm cf events according to 6 is shown in 
Figure 8. Here g- -0.7 divisions and a&+5.7 divisions. Dus 
to the fclct that the point of' the re - scattering is sot deter- 
mined as well as the point of producticn of the (@e-)-pair 
(only double: ionization and two secondary tracks), we consider 
that q* ~3.7 divisions is the maximum value for 6~ I.n the 
case of (e+e-)-pairs. 

The magnitude 4 for 63 (e+e-.)-pairs w;+s also measured 
by two physicists. In order to make these measurements Inde- 
perldent, another area of tracks removed by 3-4 bubbles from 
the apex of the pair was useci during the second measurement 
of& . It was determined that the error in the difference of 
the two measurements, i.e. ,$,-&5, is equal. to 6=3 divisions. 
A precise determi.r&ticn of' the value of full error. in the mag- 
nitude 6 presents great difficulties. Hence it WHS assumed 
in this study that 2.b divisIona 5"~ ,5 3.5 divl.sLons, i.e. 
the values are inchlded between the miM.mum and maximum pos- 
sible values, The nEe.n width of the electron track was also 
measured. It was found to 'be equal to (3028) divSsions. 

: 

The distribution histogram of 203 (e*e-)-pairs acccrd.. 
ing to tho value of 2 is shown in J?igure 9, &lost of' the events 
($I&) have the value of+', -3 divisions. A discussion of the 
effects &Aeh may influence this distribution is given fn 
ap~?end:ices IT and IJI. 



Par, 3. -2lxperiinei?tal Hesults 

The distribution of the background events (processes 
(2) arCi (3) in relation to the Value: of 5 was calculated 
(see Appendix IV, equation (4.IV) j. alar-l aCcar:lte to ==;a$, 
the fcr~in of distrfhution does not depend on the en~<rgIes Ed. 
arld E. In the calcui8tion, it ~2s r.~ssume:l that meesurment 
errors for all values of S were distr49utea act;ording to Gauss 
with aflg dispersion. The h2stograms for the background pro- 
cesses (E) and (3) are showa in Figure 9 by broken lines. Nor- 
mali,zation was done according to the number of events In an 
3.nCerva.l of g s 3-Z dlwisions. 

It 'was found frcm the difference of the 'bacQyound and 
expeeriracntal ili.StO~r&GilS for D& -2s 3 divisions that the cross 
section of (e+e-j-pair prOdUCti~x1 in pr~p~~-~e ( c3H8) VvAS titi tr = 
= 55+24 mb. The error .mentioned here takes into considgration 

3tatiFtical fluctuations of the number of IJ?hfiry ~lectrons/27/, 

,the number of detected tridents and the, number of event;ti in the 
fntervai of 6s 3-15 divisicns by whrich the backrground distrl- 
but ion was nor;~uaIi.:'lzed. 1' yde &lso consider the indefiniteness 
in 2 (~,~-~,~ divisj.o&?as a SyGteinatiC d??I'OT, then btr=55224 mb 

Figure 10 shows a distribution histogram of the selects& 
events fn relation to the energy of the (e+e')-pai,rs for 
$&.. >, 10 itiev. The Sroken lines rcprrssent a theoretJcaI.lg 
calculated distrioutiorl of events by the energies of the (e+e-), 
-,palrs for processes (l), kmd (2), (3). The distrSbution for 
tridents (equation 7,IVj) was normalized for 48 events and the 
background cm?ve (equation 6 IV) was obtained uiith the assump- 
tion that We nurrber of' elec;sons In the privnary beam is equal 
to (1.3+O.l3)~~/~~7/, The error shown in Figure 10 In the first 
energy interval (lo-HI hev) is connected wit11 the erfors in 
calculating th, F background curve ( m 1%;) and the obtained num- 
her of tridents ( c 45;;). The calculuted histogram has an error 
of 535 127: for the energy of II3f ‘2 150 Mev. It can be seen from 
m.g~re 10 that the theoretical and the experimental histograms 
ape ~611 in agreement for I3y 2 60 i'riev. The experimental hiato- 
gram for Eq z (1()-fi(j) j$ev lies lower than the theoretical one 
'but agrees with it vaith.3.n the limits of a double error0 

Figure 11 shows a distribution histogram of the detec- 
ted events by the energies of the primary electrons (E 2 1.25 
Gevj. Broken lines show the thecretical histogram only for 
the bacqround processes nOI%aliZed for the total area. The 
theoretical distribution is In a qualitative agreement with 
the experiment. 

Fi'able 1 provides wlcultitecl values of the number of 
backgroun.d events for three Galileo Of i?, max (equation 

(2&V)). The cited error is connected with the Indefiniteness 
Of th+3 1OWieT iiXit3 Of ener'~ieS E ,[ rain = 1OLlj ikiev and 

-7. 



, 

E min = 1,2S~O,2b Gev and the number of' electrons in the beam,. 
It can be obtained from here thu.t the number of' tridents fop 

is&-F 
= 9 diVisionS is equal to l&&18, which is in agreement 
the number of tridents determined by the distribution 

of events fn relation to GO 

The csoss section of the production process of (e+e-)- 
calculntecl according to 

It wars found to be 
ec;ual to d tr @= (635) mb (equation (3,IV)). The shielding 
of the nucleus by the atomic electronswas Ignored in the Cal- 
CXl&2tiO~E ati it VU&S aSsUmed that E$-&jns 1023 &zev and qnl,n= 
r 1.25+0.25 Gev. If the ahicldlng is taken into account, 
then fie cross sec,tion (1) becomes lower QT about X5$, but 
on the other hand, we did not consider the contribution to 
the cross section by the production process of the (e*e-)- 
pairs in the field of atomic electrons which makes the cross 
section of the trident production z lS$ higher. Thus, wrlth- 
in the limits of the aSx,ve-mentioned errors, we obtal.ne<:i an 
agreement between the theoretical and the experimental Values 
of the cross section far process (1). 

During sunning, we found only one event with a secon- 
dary nuclear interaction which was not connecte(i with a direct 
generatlon of an (@a-)-pair by a ~---meson (Ez -26 dlviy 
sions). Hence, It is possible to conclude that the cross sec- 
tion of the process 

IT- t,c I2 12 I 'i-+e-te+tc, 

is less than s 20 mlcr,obm.u. X rough evaluation of the ex- 
pected cross section of' the diffrtiction ?yroduction of' the 
(e+e-)-pairs by T--mesons on a cc<rbon nucle s results in 
a magnitude of the order of several microbarns Y / 34 o 

Thws, the following result s have been obtained in this 
study. 

1. The cross section of the (e+e-)-?aim p~oducti.on by 
electrons with Z = 1,23 -4 
died. 

Gey in propane (C$Qjj .has been stu- 
The obtained value Of Ctr~;(66+24) mb agrees with the 

theoretical *tr s(60+6) mb/l/. .I)ue Tc this fact a dlsagree- 
Blent of 2-4 tl.m?3 betw:en the theoq 2nd the experiment (Par,l) 
apears to be scarcely ~robsbfo for ;>"ro?ane. .b 

2. The methods useA in this experilment permit a suc- 
cessful stud;; oT the -production ;process of (e*e-)-pafrs by 
electrons with the: help of a hydrogen bubSl@ chamber hect;use 
the buckground caused by pseudotridents in this ease will be 



about 10 times smaller (L,ad(H) = 10 MS L,&C3Hg)= 1 ml* 
Tn ardor to determIne the cross section of cttr accurate to 

= 7$, it zs necessary to have about 70 thousEnd frames 
(10 electrons per 1 frame) from a 50-m hydrogen bubble 
ch wrilb er . 

The authors are grateful for profitable discusszons 
to I.. t1. Gramenitskiy, M. Ire&, Iti]. 1. POdgOTetSkiy, V. N. 
Styel'tgov ati members of the scanning and measurement groups0 

Appendix I.-- 

k 
Events of the (2) and (S)-type were selected for 
m20 divisions, Therefore the beginning of the eff'ec- 

t&%ea is 10 cm from the inlet of the chamber (Y'= -I5 cm). 
The ,thickness of the inlet port of the chamber was 0.32 of the 
radiation unit of length. At the end of the chamber the scan- 
ning efficiency becoms lower. In view Gf' this, the effective 
v01ume was set as follows: 

3 5 r -< 27 CM, -15 < Y < 12 CM, 2<2< 9 CM, - - - - 

out of 249 rogistc:red events, 221 we~e located in this a.Fea, 
IFJ 18 ~ast‘,g it was impcssible to 12363asuse the value of .$ and 
j.n :':I CFA80.9 we could not detemnim the pulses and the direc- 
tion cosines of the eIectronsr 

The distributions of tke pofnts of (e+s-)-pair 
tion along the coordinates X,Y,Z are shown in Fl.gurc ,e 

roduc- 
1, 

The distributions of the dir~ection cosZnes & ) m, n of 
the primary trticks at ,the points of (e+e-)pair production are 
stm n in F'i.gure fl 2, 

The distributions in Figure 171 and 112 are well in 
agreement with the distrrl'butions obtafned in the ~ork/&7/. 

Appendix II 

Background Processes 

1. In czder to determirm the number of accidental 
OVW~G~S of (~-e-)-pairs caused by conversion of pquanta 
forming in the port of the chmber, 7 thousand frames were 
sc~me~i on the tracks of the 'Tr=mesons. We discovered 737 
(s+e-)-pairs directed along th e flight cf. tjne priimrg parti- 
cle 9 ($5”) l Hence, it was determined that there should be 



several occurrences OF accidental overlaps on our materSal, 

2. ‘The cross sections of braking .radiation and a direct 
production of the (@e”)-paal.rs by p’ and T--mesons are Inany 
times smaller t;hm in tie CUSG Of @lec~rons/34/. Therefore 
the contribution of t;%,ese Processes t0 the ~3 tr cross section 
-was not taken into consideration, 

1, The sflean soiid angle of‘ %s braking y-quantum 
escape in relation to the pH.rnary election is equal to 

eqe Eg /zg/ (E is the energy of primary electron, m is i.ts 

mass) and almost dues net depend on the energy of y'-quantum 

I?:yx 
of f-)1 

The bragI.r~ d-quanta in 9U$ of’ CEISOS ~SC.EI~C~ at an angle 

f 
4 4mcc, 

P 

The distributt:on of the angle d (projecticn of the 
solid angle “1~ on tile .glane (x,y)) is apj-~roximstel$ a nor- 

2 mal distri.bution/lo/ with gi=O and q2~rnC_ D 
F 

%. The di.splacemftnt dispersion of cocrdl.nate x of the 
eiectron trajectory caused by multiple scattering in propane 
i.s equal to x2 :s=;"1@-7 k& cm2O 

3. Betvaeen points A und B’ (see l?igu~~ 4), the elec- 
tron loses its orlergy basics lly ilue to the braking raciiati.on. 
iiem energy losses at a length of 33) 2 9cm are equal to GS$. 

In view of' tinis, the calculated total nu-mber of background 
events 2s increased (see Appeiltiix IV>0 

4, The optical system of the b~xbble chartlber consists 
of t-80 carae;rr'us (focus P *= 6,l cm) mour&eii on a bsse R- 30 cm 
at a height of Ii= 64 cm above the chamber. ‘in connection with 
the distribution of the discovered events along 2 (see Figure 
n w, aver,~b;t Ancrease was found to be equal to (1020.4). 

If vbe ignore the ref'rac- 



(point 33' in E'igure 4 has the coordinates B)=&?,Y,g in the 
chamber ). In view of’ the presmcs of multiple scattering 
and the escape angle of 8lv, gmmsx ( 1 division and z= 0, 

of 4 
Ap~;mxtiately for 3oP; of the dotecte,:I events, the value 
YJ8.S measured on the l_ef't 3rd the rS..&ht frames, The hIsto- 

gmm of? the value of e = (& - &r) fs shown in Figure fl3. 
Prom this we obtalrml. E'= 0.15~2.2 dlvia1,on.s. 

5. An elsctmn betmen the points A?3' {see Figure 4) 
can be scattered by atomic el.ectrona. &&J~Oxinately in 3% of 
events the elcctmn scatters at an angle of f3~ 3 6'(Ez2 3 rev), 
which results in an ad.Ziltionai displecmtnt & 762 ( "& = 3 divi- 
sions). Thus, the above effects which cm fnflue;ce the & 
distri'buti on of the detected events am? unimporttint. 

Ap;;enclix TV 

Let us introduce the following designations. 

NA -- A~ogadro's number, A -- the ~weight of a propaae 
g;rm-rllolecule, p -- density of j$xpane, t -- thickness of' the 
target yenet r&ted by the electron (in the middle of the Ch&?n- 
ber t - 0,5$ rad. of length), AY -- width of the interval 
along axis Y in the chamber to the center of which the thick- 
ness is equal to t, go=4 Gev -- energy of the electrons in 
front of the charn'oer (for t=O), E -- energy of primary elec- 
trons WithJAl the CliaiTlber, ;U[Ef ) -- conversion pmba.bili.ty of 
a f-quanta with energy of 
propanc/3~/, N* -- 

Eq on one radiation length IL in 
number of electrons falling orrko the chm- 

ber, w(h,t,Xo)d& -- probability that an electron with Initial 
energy Eo after passing the target of T thickness will have 
an energy in the intmval Of X1l&cE$/3~/. ,& (E+3)dEq desig- 
mates the cross section of the formation of a braking f-quan- 
tm viit;h an energy In the intervG1 E< 1 iiy -kdE)r hg 811 eleC- 
tron \,,ith exlergy E in propane taking into cousldertitlon the 
scanning a~ the radiation in the field of atomic eiectrOnS 

1s the cross section of a direct pro- 
propane with an energy In the in- 

terval of sy, ",g +dq by a. 
7/ 

1 ~lcctron with energy E without 
taking acanning into accourlt . 

NA h!=N -p. (LPV) 
0 A 

1. Total number of pseudotridents in ,proparLe Is de- 
termirled by the expression: 

- 11 - 



3. 
determined 

. 
4, 

Eo E---m d2Kl E-.-E,,)( mmx 
N=b’AYfESdE wfdEy.f~V(E,t,E,)o(Ey,E )x 

mln Ey..m~n ’ 

l‘(Ey)em [ - P(E~)PI dl?. 
12.1v) 

Total number of' direct (e+s')-pairs: 

'E 0 E-m 

N=IAY 2 1 dE 
’ E 

~wWE&JEy.E)dE . 
Y 

mln E ym1n 

- 

Distribution of pseudotridents depe.nding on t iS 
by’ the express ion : 

E f 
dN --- = 

df 
MAY P J”dE ; a,, .f:v%,t,E,,bWy. 

OXP 
' E 

E )P (Ey)x 

mln EyLnIn o 

xexp[-p(Ey) X(E-E,,)EI 
d2K(E-"Ly) 1 expL 

2c IjTnu 
-k2(f-ferp j*ldf. 

E \//PKlE-E ,F 

dN J’dE E-jm dEy s 
y .max 

-=VAY P 
d Lp ’ E 

wW,Eo)dEy, WE+ 

mln E YIUI!l 0 

xexp [-.p(Ey)f?l - 

'i'he c&lCulatiGns were done with EDli,= 800 $ev ati p= 0.2, 
Hers cr -=- FE is a MiW3 error of the measurement of energy E. 

5. Distribution of energies of the (e+e-)-pairs for 
pseudotridents 

dN Eg w% 

dEY 

=MAYX $dE J *== 
' E 

w (E,t,E; 10 (Ey. E 1 x 

min 0 

xp(E,,) exe [- v (E,)pld!. 

6. Distr‘ibutIon of energies of the fe'e')-pairs for 
tridents 



dN 
f 

=MAY f I0 w(E,t,Eo)o,(Ey, E)dE. 
dE L 

i 
Y E mln 

It was assumed in all calculations that AY=3cm. z t 
designates, for pseudotrideiita, summation along the area of 
Y = (-16.5; 7.5)cm which corresponds, on the average, to the 
brddng f-quantum prod~r:ction area and for tridents Y=(-13,5; 
10.5)cm. 

Table *- 

f mar div. - 
20 

15 

B 
9 

I; .-.- 

N theory N experiment 
204 + 23 203 + 14 

176 + 19 182 + 13 

137+15 151 2 12 
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Figure j--j lo DistributZon of space coordinates of the 
poihts of production Of (e+a")-pairs in 
the chmbcr for 203 evmts. a) alcmg X, 
b) alcmg Y, c) alon[; 2. 
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F'igu‘rzt 3. !dean free path 4 ml for process (1) 9.n 
nuclear emulsions Ilford G-b obtain& in . various ex~.)orime nts. The solid curve was 
calcuk te6 according to theory /iJ. 
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Figure 5, A!kaeure~ti~nt diagram of 4 with the aid of' 

an eyepiece micrometer. Straight lines show 
the averaging of' the X coordirmtes over 
3-4 bubbles. 
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Figure 8. T>iskrfbutlcn histogxm of the magnitude 
for the process of' scattsrinp; of 
y-r---meso m  on electrons. 
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FI.gure 9. Distribution histofirxm  of the magnitude 
3 for the detected ovonts* Broken lines 
show the his t ogrm  s of the celculctcd dl.a- 
tributions of the ratigxltude 5 for the 'back- 
ground processes (L:), (3) with three values 
of' measurement error (fig s 2.5; 3.0 and 
3.b divisfcxx)O 2 



Figure 10. Histogram of the distribution of' events 
according to the energiF;s of the (e+e-)=- 
-pairs for the process (1) and the back- 
ground * Broken lines show A histogram of 
the total of calculated distributions for 
tridents und for the background (abscfixte 
number). 
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Figure 11. Bisto&r&m of the distribution of events 
according to the energy of primary clec- 
trons, Broken 1.ines show the calculated 
histogram for t&e backgroux:d processes 
alone with consideration of measurement 
errors for the energies of the electrons 
(20$), 
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